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ORDERING TERMS
Minimum order: $100

All orders are subject to credit approval. 

We accept AMEX, MasterCard, Visa, and Discover Cards.

Credit cards will not be accepted as payment after an order has been 
shipped without adding an additional 3% surcharges

Backorders are shipped unless specified with a cancel date. All 
backorders will be cancelled on December 31st 2020.

Returns:  
All approved returns are subject to a 15% restocking fee. 

Claims: 
Damage and shortage claims must be sent to us within 7 days of 
receiving shipment.

Claims will not be accepted from delinquent accounts.

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 
INDEPENDENT RETAILERS BY:

LET’S GET SOCIAL 
@CHOOSEFRIENDSHIP

Hotaling Imports Inc. 
102 E. Seneca St. #310 
Sherrill, NY 13461

       315.363.5594 
       Info@Hotalinginc.com 
       hotalingimports.com

With over 40 awards and counting, Choose Friendship products 
consistently win ratings for entertainment, originality and  
educational value from parent and industry experts.  

As compact, travel-ready imagination starters, all of our products 
come with everything kid crafters need to unplug from digital 
distractions and explore their connections to each other.

All products conform to safety requirements of ASTM F963.

Product information included in this brochure is subject to change
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Great friendships have
              strings attached.

It’s the crafting carry-along for wherever the trail takes you!  Great 
for backpacks and duffles, the My Friendship Bracelet Maker® puts 
an international twist on the message of friendship!

• Globe Clip keeps bracelet in place during knotting
• Numbered slots keep threads organized
• Slide-out drawer features (20) pre-cut threads in 10

different colors
• Easy instructions included for making your first Stripe

pattern bracelet
• Free KnotIt App for following along

MSRP ................................................................ 19.99
WHOLESALE ...................................................... 10.00
M/C QTY ................................................................. 12
SKU .............................................................FBM-YLW 

FBM-YLW
$10.00 /3

Best Seller

Owner
Highlight
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Just between friends.

• My FBM’s travel-ready, patented design allows users to easily
create friendship bracelets while storing their thread neatly inside

• Butterfly Clip keeps bracelet in place during knotting
• Slide-out storage drawer includes (56) pre-cut threads  in 14

different colors
• Easy instructions included for making your  first Stripe

pattern bracelet
• Free KnotIt App for following along

On your wrist and close to your heart, friendship bracelets are forever 
in style.  With 9 awards from parent organizations and the toy 
industry, My Friendship Bracelet Maker® continues to be a crowd-
pleaser for creating wearable, shareable symbols of friendship.

MSRP ................................................................ 24.99
WHOLESALE ...................................................... 12.50
M/C QTY ................................................................... 6
SKU .............................................................. FBM-ULT 

FBM-ULT
$12.50/3
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Be Magical. Be Bold. 
Be Bright. BE YOU!

9

• Be Magical, Be Bold, and Be Bright Expansion Packs each contain
40 pre-cut (72”) 100% cotton threads in 10 colors, and 75 beads

• Ultimate Expansion Pack includes 120 pre-cut (72”) 100% cotton
threads in 30 colors, and 225 beads

Stay stocked up for making your friendship bracelet favorites!  These 
four My Friendship Bracelet Maker® Expansion Packs contain specially 
chosen thread and bead colors to match every style statement.

BE BRIGHT (NEON)
MSRP ...................... 6.99
WHOLESALE ............ 3.50
M/C QTY ........................6
SKU ............FBM-EP-NEO 

BE MAGICAL (PASTELS)

MSRP ...................... 6.99
WHOLESALE ............ 3.50
M/C QTY ........................6
SKU ...........FBM-EP-MAG 

ULTIMATE
MSRP .................... 19.99
WHOLESALE .......... 10.00
M/C QTY ........................6 
SKU .............FBM-EP-ULT 

BE BOLD (SPORTS)
MSRP ...................... 6.99
WHOLESALE ............ 3.50
M/C QTY ........................6 
SKU ............ FBM-EP-BLD 

$3.50 / 3

Pastel

Neon

Sport

FBM-EP-MAG FBM-EP-BLD

FBM-EP-NEO
Ultimate
FBM-EP-ULT
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Have fun showing off your 
                   artistic side!

What’s inside:
• 3 premium-finish canvases

• Built in easels
• 3 quality brushes

• Set of 5 paints
• Exclusive instructional APP with download code

Inspire an artist of any age or host a painting party right at home! 
You select one of 18 designs to paint (beginner to advanced) via 
an exclusive free app. The video-based app brings an experienced 
instructor right into your room to offer guided, step-by-step 
instructions. This special kit includes three premium-finish canvases, 
three quality brushes and a generous set of five paints for you and 
guests to create matching masterpieces. 
Each canvas has a handy cardboard easel attached to the back.

MSRP ................................................................ 24.99
WHOLESALE ...................................................... 12.50
M/C QTY ................................................................... 6
SKU ...................................................................... PPK 

$12.50 / 3

PPK

Best Seller

Owner
Highlight
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Your creativity is right on  the button! Easiest lanyards ever... weave it to believe it!

8 54979 00128 1

• Innovative design for creating square and cylindrical patterns, flat friendship bracelets 
and lanyards

• Telescoping tube on bottom guides Lace Holder down the center to keep lanyard straight
• (12) metal key rings, (12) plastic 

key rings in 6 colors, (100) pony 
beads in 10 colors, (18) flat plastic 
laces in 9 colors, 48 inches long

• (12) round plastic laces in 6 colors, 
72 inches long

• Enclosed punch mechanism trims images to size; 
hands never come into contact with cutter

• Includes (6) preprinted art image 
sheets, (12) button fronts and backs, 
(12) pins and (12) magnets 

• Easy-to-use website and downloadable app allows 
you to upload and crop your favorite photos for 
printing

• Includes (6) preprinted art image sheets, (18) magnets, 
(18) pins and (18)buttons

• Includes (18) Metal Key Rings, (18) Plastic Key Rings in 6 
colors, (18) Flat Plastic Laces in 9 colors - 48 inches long, 
(12) Round Plastic Laces in 6 colors - 72 inches long, and 
(100) Pony Beads in 10 colors

Pick your favorite photos and graphics and wear ‘em out loud!  My Image 
Button Maker® comes with fun pre-printed artwork,  
and makes it super easy to size and print your  
own pictures for wearable pins and 
stickable magnet buttons!

Popular with both boys and girls, lanyard-making is an all-American arts-
and-crafts favorite!  Now everything kids need to make colorful keychains 
and backpack pulls are included in 2 drawers, with an innovative loom for 
making an endless variety of divine designs!

REFILL KIT
REFILL KIT

MY IMAGE BUTTON MAKER®
MSRP .......................................... 24.99
WHOLESALE ................................ 12.50
M/C QTY ..............................................6
SKU ......................................... BTN-MK 

MY IMAGE BUTTON MAKER® REFILL KIT
MSRP .......................................... 11.99
WHOLESALE .................................. 6.00
M/C QTY ........................................... 12
SKU ...........................................BTN-EP 

MY LANYARD MAKER® REFILL KIT
MSRP .......................................... 11.99
WHOLESALE .................................. 6.00
M/C QTY ........................................... 12
SKU ........................................... LYD-EP 

8 54979 00126 7

MY LANYARD MAKER®
MSRP .......................................... 24.99
WHOLESALE ................................ 12.50
M/C QTY ..............................................6
SKU ..........................................LYD-MK 

8 54979 00129 8

8 54979 00127 4

$12.50 / 3

BTN-MK

LYD-MK

$12.50

$12.50 / 3

BTN-EP
$6.00 / 3 LYD-EP $$6.00 / 3
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office@choosefriendship.com  |  866.693.2648

MY PAINTING 
PARTY

Beginner through 
advanced painting 

lessons for a 
variety of colorful 

designs. The perfect 
companion for  

My Painting Party!

Step-by-step 
video tutorials and 

tips for creating 
amazing crafts! 

For use with 
Choose Friendship 

products!

KNOT ITMY PHOTO 
SIZER

Perfectly sizes your 
favorite pictures for 
use with My Image 
Button Maker®!



CONTACT US 
Choose Friendship LLC 
1670 S. Hwy 165, Ste 102 
Providence, UT 84332

866-693-2648

office@choosefriendship.com

choosefriendship.com
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dëna toys are made with 
platinum silicone, a soft material, 
resistant, BPA free and 100% safe. 
Due to its high quality, platinum 
silicone is also used to make 
pacifiers, baby bottles, and 
teethers.

Safe, simple 
and smart

BPA
FREE100%

PLATINUM
SILICONE

PVC
FREE

LATEX
FREE

PHTHA-
LATE

FREE

2

dëna catalogue 2020



®

is possible

dëna contributes to the physical 
and emotional development of boys 
and girls from 0 to 6 years, using 
fun and 100% safe toys that 
encourage freedom, creativity 
and imagination. dëna products 
help children to grow and develop
 in a free world with infinite 
possibilities for having fun. With 
dëna toys everything is possible.

3

®



The ideal 
toy in every 
stage of 
development

5 YEARS OLD

The toys multiple 
combination possibilities 
stimulate creativity and 
imagination.

1 YEAR OLD

Made from platinum-
based silicone, a material 
of the highest quality, soft, 
resistant and 100% safe.

2 YEARS OLD

Thanks to their soft 
material, dëna toys can 
safely be kicked, thrown 
and chewed on during 
these active play years.

3 YEARS OLD

Children learn to classify 
by shape and color, name 
the figures and make their 
first constructions.

4 YEARS OLD

The combination of figures 
encourages the child’s 
dexterity and concentration 
by constructing increasingly 
more complex structures.

6 YEARS OLD

With dëna toys you can 
cook as a family. They are 
fantastic molds for baking 
cakes and biscuits. And 
they can be washed in the 
dishwasher!

4
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Neon Collection
R E G I ST E R E D  D E S I G N

5
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dëna KID 1x  +  dëna HOUSE 1x

Ref 01000
RED

Ref 01002
YELLOW

Ref 01004
BLUE

Ref 01001
ORANGE

Ref 01003
GREEN

Ref 01005
PINK

Emotional SocialCognitiveMotor Sensory

6

dëna catalogue 2020
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dëna KID 6x  +  dëna HOUSE 6x
Ref 01010

Many solutions, infi nite fun!

RED

YELLOW

BLUE

ORANGE

GREEN

PINK

7

®

$22.50

Best Seller

Owner
Highlight



dëna KID 6x  +  dëna HOUSE 6x  +  dëna TREE 6x
Ref 01011

Many solutions, infi nite fun!

+

RED REDORANGE ORANGE

YELLOW YELLOWGREEN GREEN

PINK PINKBLUE BLUE

8

dëna catalogue 2020
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dëna RAINBOW NEON 6x
Ref 01028

Many solutions, infinite fun!

10

dëna catalogue 2020

$11.50

Best Seller 
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Highlight



dëna RAINBOW NEON 12x
Ref 01034

Many solutions, infinite fun!

11

®

$25.00
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dëna CAR

Many solutions, infi nite fun!

Ref 01036
BLUE

Ref 01037
GREEN

Ref 01038
PINK

13
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Pastel Collection
R E G I ST E R E D  D E S I G N
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dëna KID 1x  +  dëna HOUSE 1x

Ref 01013
PINK

Ref 01015
GREEN

Ref 01017
VIOLET

Ref 01014
YELLOW

Ref 01016
BLUE

Emotional SocialCognitiveMotor Sensory

16
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$7.50



dëna KID 6x  +  dëna HOUSE 6x
Ref 01022

Many solutions, infinite fun!

PINK

GREEN

VIOLET

YELLOW

BLUE

WHITE

17

®

$22.50



dëna KID 6x  +  dëna HOUSE 6x  +  dëna TREE 6x
Ref 01023

Many solutions, infinite fun!

+

PINK PINKYELLOW YELLOW

GREEN GREENBLUE BLUE

WHITE WHITEVIOLET VIOLET

18

dëna catalogue 2020

$30.00
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dëna RAINBOW PASTEL
Ref 01029

Many solutions, infinite fun!

20

dëna catalogue 2020

$11.50
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Highlight



dëna RAINBOW NEON 12x
Ref 01035

Many solutions, infinite fun!

21
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DENA TOYS S.L.U.
Paseo Miramon, 170 

20014 Donostia / San Sebastián
(Gipuzkoa) Spain

hello@denatoys.com

www.denatoys.com

#denatoys

®
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(315) 363 5594

1

Registered Design

Available 
in 2 sizes

NEW!

Fae
Fairy
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littlebirdtoldme.co.uk

These ethereal unicorns 
are sure to take your little 
ones on an enchanting 
imaginative adventure. 
Let the magic continue, 
with fairies all in a flutter...

CELESTE & FAE ROCKING UNICORN
Celeste is the dreamiest rocking unicorn 
you have ever seen. She features an 
exquisite starry printed fabric body in 
delicate shades of pink and grey with a 
silvery soft chenille mane, tail and saddle. 
Accompanying her is Fae, a beautiful fairy 
bunny who sits in her pocket and is the 
perfect size for little hands to play with.
Available in two sizes.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.5”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx) 

Assembled product dimensions: 
30.7”(L) x 12.2”(W) x 25.6”(H) 
Seat Height: 18” (approx)

FAE FAIRY HUG TOY
Fae Fairy is an adorable hug toy with a 
soft, jingling rattle for auditory stimulation 
and crinkly ears for tactile stimulation. Her 
super soft fleece and metallic chenille 
fabrics make Fae irresistibly huggable. 
Product dimensions: 
6.7”(W) x 4.3”(D) x 15”(H)

CELESTE PULL ALONG
Celeste unicorn is both a pull along toy 
and a huggable friend. She features a 
starry printed fabric body in delicate 
shades of pink and grey, detachable 
wheels and crinkly mane and tail for tactile 
stimulation.
Product dimensions: 
9.44”(L) x 5.5”(W) x 9.44”(H)

LB3078 0M+

LB3079 6M+

1

2

2

3

3

Crinkly mane 
and tail

Detachable 
wheels

Crinkly 
ears

Metallic star 
embroidery 
detail

LB3074 9M+

LB3076 12M+

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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$75.00

$100.00

$$$15.00$15.00
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NEW!
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MOONBEAM & RAE
ROCKING UNICORN

This delightful rocking unicorn features a 
powder blue, starry printed fabric body in 
delicate shades of blue and grey with a 
silvery soft chenille mane, tail and saddle. 
Included is the adorable Rae Bear that 
snuggles neatly in the unicorn’s pocket. 
Just the right size for little hands to play 
with. Also includes a sturdy wooden frame 
with smartly painted rockers and handles.
Available in two sizes.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.5”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

Assembled product dimensions: 
30.7”(L) x 12.2”(W) x 25.6”(H) 
Seat Height: 18” (approx)

MOONBEAM PULL ALONG
Moonbeam unicorn is both a pull along toy 
and a huggable friend. He features a starry 
printed fabric body in delicate shades of 
blue and grey, detachable wheels and 
crinkly mane and tail for tactile stimulation.
Product dimensions: 
9.44”(L) x 5.5”(W) x 9.44”(H)

Available 
in 2 sizes

1

2

Smartly painted 
wooden rockers

Super soft chenille 
saddle, mane and tail

Rae Bear

1

LB3084 12M+

LB3077 9M+

2

Detachable wheels

LB3083 6M+

Registered Design

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!
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(315) 363 5594

LB3073 12M+LB3059 12M+

Multi-directional 
castors

Different 
textures 
to explore

Unique supportive 
wipe clean seat

MOOBERT
This handsome fellow is both eye-catching 
and fun. Having the air of a superhero, he 
offers little ones an enchanting ride into 
their imaginations...With his supportive 
curved seat and multi-directional castors, 
he offers little ones a fun and comfortable 
ride. A solid wooden frame, multi-textures, 
crinkles and softly padded body makes 
Moobert sturdy, fun and huggable.
Assembled product dimensions: 
23.6”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 21.7”(H) 
Seat height: 8.66” (approx)

BOJANGLES
This endearing donkey oozes cuteness! 
With his multi-directional castors and 
curved seat, Bojangles offers a fun 
supportive ride! This adorable character 
comes with soft textured fabrics, fun 
crinkles and a stylised leatherette seat. 
A solid wooden frame and softly padded 
body makes Bojangles both sturdy and 
huggable.
Assembled product dimensions: 
23.6”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 21.7”(H) 
Seat height: 8.66” (approx)

Our animal ride ons are so much fun! With multi-directional 
wheels, sturdy wooden frames and handles that help support 
little people as they develop their sense of balance.

Registered Design

1

2

1 2
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Our animal ride ons are so much fun! With multi-directional
wheels, sturdy wooden frames and handles that help support
little people as they develop their sense of balance.

Our rocking horses are raring to go! Loved by little 
ones and adored by adults. With their distinct 
personalities, which rocking horse will you choose?

LB3027 9M+

PIXIE & FLUFF
Featuring a soft paisley print fabric 
body, Pixie is a pretty rocking horse 
that little girls can’t help but love! 
In her pocket she carries her little 
friend Fluff, wherever she goes.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.1”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

LB3022 9M+

Super soft scrunchy 
mane and tails 
for added ‘ahh’s

Sturdy wooden frames 
and detachable footplates

3

4

BOBBLE & PIP
Bobble is a huggable rocking horse 
with a luxurious textured bouclé 
fabric body who carries his little 
friend Pip, wherever he goes! 
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.1”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

3

4

Registered Design

Fluff Horse

Pip Horse
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(315) 363 5594

BISCUIT & SKIP
An adorable rocking horse that mixes 
timeless traditional charm with a 
contemporary twist. Standing on a 
sturdy wooden rocking base Biscuit 
will be the focal point of any room. His 
stylish printed body in a neutral color 
palette is guaranteed to suit 
all home interiors. Skip Mouse, 
his little friend, fits snugly in 
his pocket.
Assembled product dimensions:  
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.1”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

LB3080 9M+

1

Skip
Mouse

NEW!

1
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LB3081 12M+

LB3057 9M+

LEWIS & FITZ
Lewis is as classical as he is 
handsome and features a traditional 
argyle diamond fabric in shades of 
blues, greys and gold. Inside his 
pocket is his friend Fitz, a huggable 
rabbit with crinkly ears and a rattle 
in his tummy.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.1”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

Fitz Rabbit

Mae Rag Doll

LB3056 9M+

Sturdy wooden frames and 
detachable footplates

Super soft 
scrunchy mane 
and tails for 
added ‘ahh’sROSIE & MAE

Featuring a delightful pink, 
blue and grey vintage 
print fabric body, Rosie is 
guaranteed to melt the hearts 
of all little girls. Tucked inside 
her pocket is her friend Mae, a 
little rag doll with embroidery 
detail and a matching dress.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.1”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

2

NEW!

NEW!

Munchkin
Badger

FINN & MUNCHKIN
An adorable rocking horse that mixes 
timeless traditional charm with a 
contemporary twist. Standing on a 
sturdy wooden rocking base, Finn wlll 
be the focal point of any room. With his 
stylish printed body in a beautiful duck 
egg blue, he is guaranteed to suit both 
traditional and modern home interiors 
alike. Features a super-soft velour 
saddle, mane and tail. 
Assembled product dimensions: 
30.7”(L) x 12.2”(W) x 25.6”(H) 
Seat Height: 18” (approx)

2

3

4

3

4
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DEXTER DOG
This playful pup is both 
a pull along toy and a 
huggable friend, a perfect 
companion for little ones! 
Dexter Dog features super 
soft fur, a cute little button 
nose, detachable wheels 
and crinkly ears for tactile 
stimulation.
Product dimensions: 
9.44”(L) x 5.5”(W) x 9.44”(H)

SCOTTIE DOG
Scottie Dog features 
textured charcoal fur and a 
plaid neckerchief, adding 
to his distinctive character. 
For extra play value, his 
neckerchief has crinkle 
inside, providing tactile 
stimulation for young 
children.
Product dimensions: 
9.44”(L) x 5.5”(W) x 9.44”(H)

PERCY PUP
This playful pup has his 
checked coat on and is 
raring to go! Luxurious 
textured fabrics and 
crinkly ears provide tactile 
stimulation for young 
children. His coat can be 
removed, just like the 
real thing!
Product dimensions: 
9.44”(L) x 5.5”(W) x 9.44”(H)

Walk them, play with them,
hug them…These playful pups
are every little one’s best friend!

LB3072 6M+

LB3082 6M+

LB3060 6M+

Detachable wheels 
transform the 
pull alongs into 
a huggable toy!

Removable coat 
encourages emotional 
development through role 
play and self expression

Crinkly 
neckerchief

1

2

3

1Crinkly 
ears

Crinkly 
ears

Detachable 
wheels

Part of the 

Range

3

2

NEW!

NEW!
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littlebirdtoldme.co.uk

Part of the 

Range

DEXTER DOG
With his super soft fur and 
smart fitting coat, Dexter Dog is 
guaranteed to melt the hearts of 
little ones.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 19.7”(H) 
Seat Height: 11.8” (approx) 
Handle Height: 19.7” (approx) 

SCOTTIE DOG
This cheeky chappie features 
a textured charcoal furry coat 
and wears a plaid neckerchief.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 19.7”(H) 
Seat Height: 11.8” (approx) 
Handle Height: 19.7” (approx) 

PERCY PUP
Supporting little ones as they take 
their first steps, Percy Pup has his 
checked coat on and is ready to go! 
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 19.7”(H) 
Seat Height: 11.8” (approx) 
Handle Height: 19.7” (approx)

LB3053 12M+

LB3052 12M+

4

5

LB3050 12M+

6

Sturdy wooden frame

Ride on

All push alongs 
have rubber tires  

to provide extra 
grip on all 

floor types

6

5

4
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(315) 363 5594

CHESTER & FRED
A first class rocking horse! He 
stands so proudly on his walnut 
stained bow rocking base, with 
a contrasting pale end grain. 
Dressed smartly in a classic coffee 
and gold woven hounds-tooth 
fabric, he also wears a softly 
padded brown leatherette saddle 
and bridle. Tucked inside his 
pocket is his dear friend Fred, 
an endearing cuddly bear.
Assembled product dimensions: 
24.4”(L) x 11.8”(W) x 30.7”(H) 
Seat Height: 18” (approx)

1

1

LB3020 12M+

Fred Bear

Registered Design

Fred
Bear
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Our premium collection with an added touch 
of refinement for our discerning little customers...

HERITAGE STABLETM

H
ERITA G E S TABL E

LAMBERT
Little ones will love to play with 
Lambert. With his luscious textured 
woolly body, Lambert is super 
huggable and oh so lovable! His 
ears and tail crinkle, providing extra 
touchy feely goodness. With his 
floppy ears and endearing smile, 
what’s not to love?! 
Assembled product dimensions: 
21.3”(L) x 11.8”(W) x 25.2”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

RUFUS & TED
Standing on a sturdy walnut stained 
bow rocking base, Rufus is as 
gorgeous as they come! Dressed 
in a chocolate and cream woven 
check fabric with a softly padded 
traditional leatherette saddle and 
bridle. Inside his pocket you’ll 
find his friend Ted, a soft cuddly 
removable bear toy.
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.5”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)

WINSTON & RED
Standing on a sturdy walnut stained 
bow rocking base, Winston is a 
striking rocking horse! He is dressed 
in a textured red, burgundy and 
sand woven check fabric and has a 
softly padded traditional leatherette 
saddle and bridle. His friend Red, 
a cuddly bear, is tucked snugly 
into his pocket, waiting for a gallop 
together. 
Assembled product dimensions: 
25.2”(L) x 13.8”(W) x 20.5”(H) 
Seat Height: 13.4” (approx)
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Ted Bear

Red Bear

LB3051 9M+

LB3018 9M+

LB3070 9M+
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$75.0

$80.00

$85.00

Owner
Highlight



(315) 363 5594

LB3067 0M+

Giggles and gurgles guaranteed! Watch your baby 
explore a world of colors, textures and sounds.

 MULTI-ACTIVITY 
PLAYGYM

This award winning super soft 
and luxuriously padded activity 
playgym is packed with fun 
features for extended play and 
discovery. 
Assembled dimensions: 
30.7”(L) x 20.9”(W) x 34.6”(H) 

SUNSHINE COMFORTER
Made with super soft fabrics 
and multi-textured tags that 
provide tactile stimulation for 
newborns and can soothe 
sore gums for growing babies. 
Machine washable. 
Product dimensions: 
11”(L) x 11”(W)

FLUFFY CLOUD
COMFORTER

Made with super soft fabrics 
and multi-textured tags that 
provide tactile stimulation for 
newborns and can soothe sore 
gums. Machine washable. 
Product dimensions: 
11.8”(L) x 10.2”(W)

LB3062 0M+LB3063 0M+

1 2 3

Removable 
toy arches

2nd stage 
activity 
play rug

Dual purpose bolster pillow provides 
a comfy head rest as well as support 
for tummy time activities

1st stage 
deluxe 

playgym

Super padded 
washable base mat

Removable musical pull 
toy (no batteries required)

1
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$60.00
$6.00 $6.00
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TOADSTOOL
PULL ALONG

This soft colorful toadstool can 
be pulled along on removable 
wooden wheels and has fun 
features to stimulate curious 
minds.
Product dimensions: 
9”(L) x 4.3”(W) x 7.9”(H)

FLUFFY CLOUD
MUSICAL PULL TOY

Colorful multi-textured fabrics 
encourage baby to reach and 
grab, while the baby-safe 
mirror and crinkles add to the 
fun! No batteries required.
Product dimensions: 
7.1”(L) x 6”(W) x 7.9”(H)

SOFT ACTIVITY SPIRAL
Soft multi-textured toys  
engage and delight baby with 
a rattle, squeak, mirror and 
crinkles. Easily wraps around 
car seats, strollers, playmats 
and cots!
Product dimensions: 
11”(L) x 3.5”(W) x 11”(H)

LB3065 0M+LB3064 0M+LB3066 6M+

4 65

Teething ring 
attaches 
the comforter 
to car seats and 
strollers

42

Removable 
caterpillar toy

is full of crinkles 
and jingles,

just right for 
little hands
to explore!Removable 

wheels

ATTACHES 
TO

6

Pull the sunshine to 
activate the music 

and see Fluffy Cloud’s 
cheeks glow...

ATTACHES 
TO

Squeaks, rattles, 
crinkles, chimes, 
mirrors and more!5

3
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$17.50 $12.50 $15.00



hotalingimports.com
sales@hotalinginc.com

(315) 363 5594
102 E. Seneca Street, Suite 310, Sherrill, NY 13461

© Little Bird Told Me 2019 all rights reserved

Little Bird Told Me are a team of toy and nursery specialists dedicated to 
making the world of little people and grown-ups that little bit more special.

The product ranges offer an exceptional choice of developmental activity toys, 
innovative rocking horses, ride ons and push alongs.

Hotaling Imports Inc hotalingimports hotalingimports
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